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NORMAL STRUCTURE OF THE ONE-POINT STABILIZER OF A

DOUBLY-TRANSITIVE PERMUTATION GROUP. II

BY

MICHAEL E. o'NANC.1)

ABSTRACT. The main result is that the socle of the point stabilizer of

a doubly-transitive permutation group is abelian or the direct product of an

abelian group and a simple group. Under certain circumstances, it is proved that

the lengths of the orbits of a normal subgroup of the one point stabilizer bound

the degree of the group. As a corollary, a fixed nonabelian simple group occurs

as a factor of the socle of the one point stabilizer of at most finitely many

doubly-transitive groups.

Introduction. This paper is a continuation of our study of the normal

structure of the one-point stabilizer of a doubly-transitive permutation group, a

study which we began in part I [9]. Here we prove the following theorems:

Theorem A Let G be a doubly-transitive permutation group on a finite

set X. Suppose that x is an element of X. Then either

(i) Gx has an abelian normal subgroup # 1, or

(ii) Gx has a unique minimal normal subgroup, and this minimal normal

subgroup is simple.

Actually, we prove slightly more than this. In fact, it is shown that the

socle of Gx is either an abelian group or the direct product of an abelian group

(possibly 1) and a simple group. Using this and a recent theorem of Aschbacher

[11], it follows that in an unknown doubly-transitive group of minimal degree

the socle of Gx is either abelian or simple.

Theorem B. Let G be a doubly-transitive permutation group on a finite

set X and x an element of X. Suppose Nx is a normal subgroup of Gx. Let

\X\ = n and suppose that on X - x all orbits of N* have length s. Then either

(i) Nx is semiregular on X - x, or

(ü) G is a normal extension of Ln(q) (in its natural doubly-transitive

representation), or

(üi) n<2(s- l)2.
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In both cases (i) and (ii), it is not possible to bound n in terms of s. In-

deed, even if s = 2, n can be arbitrarily large. The bound of (iii), however, does

not seem to be the best possible. There is a condition on Nx under which it can

be improved. If Nx < Gx, for other y 6 X, we define Ny to be the unique con-

jugate oiNx in Gy. Then, we say Nx is balanced if Nx = Ny =NX fl Ny.

Equivalently, Nx is a strongly closed subgroup of Gx in G.

Theorem C. Let G be a doubly-transitive group on a finite set X, and

Nx, a normal subgroup of Gx. Suppose \X\ = n and the orbits ofNxonX-x

are of length s. Also, suppose that Nx is a permutation group of rank r on each

of its orbits.

Then if Nx is balanced and N^lifyGX-x, it follows that

(i) n < (s - l)2, and

(ii) the number of orbits of Nx on X - x is no more than

Ks - 1)(« - 2)/s(s - r).

The bounds given here are much sharper. They hold exactly for an infinite

number of groups G. (See the remark following the proof of Theorem C in §8.)

In the case r = 2, we are able to determine the group G without assuming

that Nx is balanced. Indeed, we have:

Theorem D. Let G be a doubly-transitive group on a finite set X. Sup-

pose Nx is a normal subgroup of Gx and Nx is doubly-transitive on each of its

orbits on X - x. Then either

(i) Nx is transitive on X - x and G is triply-transitive, or

(ii) G is a normal extension of Ln(q), or

(iii) \NX I = 2 and G has a regular normal subgroup.

By combining Theorem C of Part I with Theorem A and Theorem B above,

we obtain:

Corollary. Let M be a fixed nonabelian finite simple group. Then there

are only finitely many doubly-transitive groups G such that M is a factor of the

socle of Gx.

The following result is a consequence of Theorem A above and Theorem A

of [8]. However, it is obtained preliminary to the proof of Theorem A:

Proposition 4. Let G be a doubly-transitive permuation group on a

finite set X and suppose Nx is a normal subgroup of Gx. Then, either

(i) Nx restricts faithfully to its orbits on X - x, or

(ii) G is a normal extension of Ln(q).

The next result may also be of some independent interest:
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Proposition 8. Let G be a doubly-transitive group on a finite set X and

■suppose that Gx admits a system of imprimitivity on X - x having imprimitive

block A. Suppose \X\ = n and |A| = s. Suppose that no nonidentity element of

G fixes all points of x u A.

Then, if gEG, g    l,g fixes at most s\fh~il points of X.

The bulk of the paper (the first seven sections) is connected with the proof

of Theorem A.

In § 1 we prove several counting lemmas. As a consequence we obtain the

following result which is often of use:

Lemma 13. Let G be a doubly-transitive group on a set X, and Nx a

normal subgroup of Gx having orbits of length son X -x.

LetfEG.fi-1.

SetS(J) = {y\fGNy}-

Then, \S(J)\<s- 1.

The results of this section are crucial to the proofs of all our theorems.

In § 2 we begin the proof of Theorem A. As a first step, we show

Lemma 23. If G is a doubly-transitive group on X,x G X, and Gx has a

nonsolvable minimal normal subgroup, this nonsolvable minimal normal subgroup

is unique.

The proof of this result is, in fact, quite elementary and depends only on

the use of Corollary B of [8].

In §3, we state several results about direct products of simple groups. These

results are more or less standard.

In §4, we prove Proposition 4, stated above. Here, again the proof is not

too complicated. At one point, we use a result of Glauberman which asserts that

if Af is a simple group and P a Sylow 2-subgroup of M the subgroup of AutfAf)

which centralizes P is solvable.

In §§5, 6, and 7, A7* is a minimal normal subgroup of the point stabilizer

Gx of a doubly-transitive group G. We assume Nx = Af * x ... x M\, where

the Af*'s are isomorphic nonabelian simple groups. Our goal is to show that

k= 1. This is done in three cases, according as:

(i) For all x, y G X, x #y, and for all /, 1 < / < k, \(Mx)y\is odd, i.e.,

all involutions of Af* fix only x.

(ii) For allx, y GX, x   y, and for all /, f, Ki<k, 1 < / < k, we

have Mf n Mf = 1, i.e., the subgroups Af* are T.I. sets.

(hi) Mf n Mf    1 for some x, y G X, x ¥= y, and some i, /.

In §5, we treat case (i), in §6 case (ii), and so forth.

In the first case, our first step is to prove that A''* is of even order. Then,
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if / is an involution in Nx, and S(j) is defined as in Lemma 1.3 above, we show

that CG(j) is transitive on S(f). The rank of / is defined to be the number of

factors of Nx upon which / projects nontrivially. We then show that if / is an

involution in Nx of minimal rank that CG(j)\SQ) is a permutation group whose

point stabilizer has a semiregular normal 2-subgroup. By invoking a theorem of

Shult [10], the precise structure of CG(j)\S(j) is obtained. The latter yields

enough information to contradict the simplcity of the groups Mf.

We also note that the special case of Shult's result which we use is implied

by some recent theorems of Aschbacher and also some of Goldschmidt.

The second case is more difficult. The methods used resemble closely those

used in the proof Theorem A of Part I. Our first goal is to prove that those

groups (Mf)y with (Mf)y ¥= 1 normalize the groups (MJ)X with (Mf)x + 1. In

proving this we utilize many of the theorems on (H, K, Z,)-configurations of

Part I. When the latter result is obtained, it is not too difficult to complete the

second case. In the latter part of the proof of the second case, we use the fact

that, by the first case, \(Mf) \ is even.

In the third case, the counting methods of §1 come to the fore. First we

obtain an inductive reduction to the case k = 2. The analysis for k = 2 is divided

into two cases according as Gxy does or does not normalize Mx.

When G„v normalizes Mf, we construct a block design and obtain a con-

tradiction by counting. When Gxy does not normalize Mf, after some analysis,

we force the group (Af * )y to be semiregular on the complement of its fixed point

set and \MX : (Mx)y \ to be an odd number. Then, Bender's theorem is applicable

to give the precise structure of Mf. At this point, formulas for \X\ and the lengths

of the orbits of the groups Mf are obtained. Calculating explicitly with these

formulas yields the desired contradiction.

In §8, we prove Theorems B and C, and in §9, we prove Theorem D. The

proofs involve only the counting arguments of § 1, Theorem A of [9], and Prop-

osition 8, stated above.

1. The notations we use are the same as those of part I.

In this section we prove a counting lemma. In subsequent sections we ap-

ply this lemma in the proofs of Theorems A, B, and C.

We begin by studying the following general situation: G is a doubly-trans-

itive group on a set X, and Gx is a graph on X - x preserved by Gx.

Then, for other points yEX.v/e may define a graph Gy on X - y, pre-

served by Gy, in such a way that if/G G, f(Gy) = G/(V)-

We suppose \X\ = n and the valence of Gx is k. If a, b G X, a i= b, we take

r(a, b) = {x I {a, b] G Gx}. By the double-transitivity of G, \T(a, b)\ is independent

of the pair {a, b}.
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Lemma 1.1.  |r(a, b)\ = k.

Proof. Let Y = {({a, b}, c)\ fa, b} E Gc). We determine in two ways the

size of Y.

First, there are n possible choices for c. Since Gc is a graph of valence k

on a set of n - 1 elements, |GCI = (« - l)fc/2. Thus, for each choice of c, there

are (n - l)k/2 choices for fa, b}. Thus, \Y\ = n(n - l)k/2.

Secondly, there are n(n — l)/2 choices for fa, b], and for each choice of

fa, b}, there are |r(a, b)\ choices for c. Thus, \Y\ = «(« - 1) |r(a, b) |/2.

Next we determine the number of edges in Gx n Gy, i.e., IG* n Gy I (with

x i-y). Again, by the double-transitivity of G, this number does not depend on

the pair fx, y}.

Lemma 1.2. Ifx, y E X, x *y, \GX n Gy\ = &(*: - l)/2.

Proof. Let P = {({a, A}, fx, 7}) | fa, b} E Gx and fa, b} E Gy}. We de-

termine in two ways the size of P.

There are n(n — l)/2 choices for fx, y}, and for each fx, y}, there are

IG* n Gy\ choices for fa, b). So LP| = «(n - 1) | Gx n GyI/2.

There are n(« - l)/2 choices for fa, 6}, and for a fixed fa, b}, fx, y} can

be any two element subsets of T(a, b). Thus, for each fa, b}, there are

k(k - l)/2 choices for fx, y}. Thus, |P| = (n(n - l)/2)(Är(^ - l)/2).

Most frequently we shall use these lemmas in the following situation. Sup-

pose Gx is imprimitive on X - x and A(x, y) is the predesign function associated

with the system of imprimitivity of Gx or X - x. Thus, the set A(x, y) — x is

an imprimitive block of Gx.

We shall define a graph Gx on X - x by fa, b] E Gx if fa, b} belongs to

some A(x, y) — x. Then, if |A(x, y) — x\ = s, Gx is a graph of valence s — 1.

In particular we note the following:

Lemma 13. Let G be a doubly-transitive group on X, and Nx a normal

subgroup of Gx having orbits of length s on X - x.

LetfEG.f* 1.
Set S(f) = fy \fENy), when Ny is the unique conjugate ofNx in Gy.

Then |5(/)|<s - 1.

Proof. We let &N(x, y) be the predesign function associated with the

orbits of Nx on X - x. We let Gx be the graph associated as above. Then, fa, b}

E Gx if and only if there is a g E Nx such that g(a) = b.

Then, with r(a, b) as above, r(a, b) = fx | there is a g E Nx such that

gia) = b}.

Since / 1, /(a) = b, with a + b, for some a,bEX. Then, 5(/) C T(a, A).

By Lemma 1.1, |T(a, b)\ = s - 1.
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2. In this section we prove that if the point stabilizer of a doubly-transi-

tive group has a nonsolvable minimal normal subgroup, this minimal normal sub-

group is unique.

Then, let G be a doubly-transitive group on X. Let Mx and Nx be minimal

normal subgroups of Gx with Mx ¥=NX. We shall show that at least one of these

groups is solvable. Assuming that this is not the case, Mx is a direct product of

isomorphic nonabelian simple groups, as is Nx. Moreover, Mx n Nx = 1 and

[MX,NX] = 1.

As usual, we define My so that fMyf~1 = M^'. Likewise, for Ny. Also,

Mx is the subgroup of Mx which fixesy EX.

By the Feit-Thompson theorem [3], Mx and Nx are both of even order.

By Theorem C of part I, if Mx is semiregular on X - x, 02(MX) ¥= 1. Since we

are assuming Mx is nonsolvable, it follows that Mx    1 if y E X - x. Likewise,

Nx * 1 if y E X - x.

We take B and C to be the families of fixed point sets B = {FMx \x,yE

X,x±y) and C = {F^* \x, y E X, x ±y}. By Corollary Bl of [8] ,yß and C

are block designs with \y= 1. Also, as Mx # 1 and Nx    1, if B E B, |5| < \X\,

and ii CEC, \C\< \X\.

Lemma 2.1.  (i) Mx fixes all blocks of C which contain x.

(ii) Nx fixes all blocks of B which contain x.

Proof. Let C be a block of C which contains x. If y EC - x, then C

is the fixed point set of Nx. Now, as [Mx, Nx] = 1, [Mx, Nx] = 1. Thus, Mx

centralizes Nx, and so Mx fixes C, the fixed point set of Nx. Since C was any

block of C containing x, (i) follows, and (ii) is the same.

Lemma 2.2.  (i) Mx n My = 1 ifx *y;

(ü) Nx nF = 1 ifx ¥=y.

This is immediate from Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 2.8 of [8].

At this point, it is possible to quote Theorem A of part I to conclude that

G is a normal extension of Ln(q), in contradiction to the nonsolvability of Mx.

Instead, we draw a direct contradiction.

Let Cbe the fixed point set of Nx x, y EX, x ¥=y, (which is also the

fixed point set of A^, as C is a block design). By Lemma 2.1, Mx fixes C. Al-

so, Ny fixes x and normalizes Mx. Thus, Mx -Ny is a subgroup of G which fixes

the set C.

Let L be the subgroup of Mx which fixes all points of C. Then, L <MX,

and as Mx is a direct product of isomorphic simple groups, Mx = L x K. More-

over, as Mx < Gx, and Gx is transitive on X - x, Mx has no orbit of length 1

on X - x; and so K    1.
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Now as Ny normalizes Mx and fixes C, Ny normalizes L. Since Mx is a

direct product of simple groups, Ny normalizes K. Thus, K-Ny is a subgroup

of G.

Moreover, K -Ny fixes the set C and Ny fixes all points of C. Since K n

L = I, it follows that Ny is the subgroup of K-Ny which fixes all points of C.

Therefore, K normalizes Ny.

Now K does not fix y (or if so Mx = K x L would fix y), so there is an

fEK with /GO ¥*y. Since / normalizes Ny, Ny <Ny n Nf(-y^; but A/^ n

7V^) = 1, by Lemma 2.2. Hence, Ny = 1, contrary to hypothesis.

We have proved:

Lemma 2.3.  If G is a doubly-transitive group and Gx has a nonsolvable

minimal normal subgroup, then this nonsolvable minimal normal subgroup is

unique.

It follows from this that the point stabilizer of a doubly-transitive group

is either local or has a unique minimal normal subgroup. In the next several

sections, our goal is to prove the simplicity of this minimal normal subgroup.

3. In this section we note a few lemmas on direct products which we use

in later sections. If G = G1 x . . . x Gk is a direct product of groups, we let

7T(. be the projection of G on Gr If S is a subset of {1.we let Gs =

flies^i an<i we take its to be the projection of G onto Gs. We say that a sub-

group D of G is a diagonal if 7r; \D: D —► Gt is an isomorphism for all i.

The following is easily proved:

Lemma 3.1. Let D be a diagonal of G = Gt x . . . x Gk. Then NG(D) =

DiZiGJ x ... x Z(Gk)).

From this it follows quickly:

Lemma 3.2. IfG = G1 x . . . x Gk has a normal diagonal, Glt. .., Gk

are abelian.

Lemma 3.3. IfZ(Gx) = . . . = Z(Gk) = 1 and D is a diagonal ofG = Gl x

. . . x Gk, then NG(D) = D.

IffE G = Gi x . . . x Gk, we take the support off to be {i | nAJ) 1}.

Lemma 3.4. Suppose Glt . . . , Gk are simple groups and H is a subgroup

ofG = G1 x . . . x Gk such that nXH) = Gf for all i. Then:

(i) There is a partition Px, . . . ,Ptof {\, . . . ,k} such that H contains

a diagonal H; of n;ep.G(. = Gp..

(ii) H = Hl x'...xh',.

(iii) NG(H) = H.

(iv) If f EH, the support of f is a union of Pfs.
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Proof. We say S is a set of support of H if S is the set of support of some

fEH. If S is a set of support of H, we let HS=HDGS.

First we claim: If S is a set of support of H, then Hs = ns(H).

Indeed, if S = {1,.. ., k}, this is clear. So we may suppose S C {1,..., k}.

Now itj(Hs) < 7r,(i/), as /7S < //. But as S is the set of support of some fEH,

tt^/Yj)    1 if / G S. By hypothesis, tt^/Y) = Gf. Since Gf is simple, ̂ (//j) = G,..

By induction in Gs, NGs(Hs) = Hs. Since Hs < irs(H), it follows that Hs =

jr5(/f).

Now if {1,..., k} is the only set of support of H,H is a diagonal of G,

and the lemma follows. Otherwise, choose S a maximal set of support of H,

properly contained in {1, . . . , k}.

We claim: H = HS x Hrlt k}-s-

For take fEH with 77,00 ̂  1 for some » 0 5- Then /= 7ts(f)ir^_s(f).

Since ^(Z) G /7S, g = 7r^j_s(/) G H. If the support of g is properly contained

in {/} - S, S is not a maximal set of support. Thus, H C its(H) x =

Now (i) and (ii) follows by induction, (iii) follows by Lemma 3.3 and

(iv) is clear.

It is well known that if G = Gx x . . . x Gk is a direct product of simple

groups and N <G, then N =GS for some subset S of {1, . . . , k}.

Lemma 3.5. Suppose G,,. . . ,Gk are simple groups and H is a subgroup

of'G = Gj x . . . x Gk. Suppose that H contains no normal subgroup + \ ofG.

Then \G:H\> 5k.

Proof. It suffices to show that if G admits a faithful transitive permuta-

tion representation on X, then 1X1 > 5k.

Let Gj be the factor of G'of least order. Let Aj,. .. , A, be the orbits

of Gj on X. Since G is transitive on X and Gj < G, there is an m such that

IAj-1 = m for all i.

Now if G, is the largest subgroup of G which fixes all of the sets Aj.

A/s then G/Gl acts faithfully and transitively on the / sets At, . . ., A,. By in-

duction, l>5k~1. Since G is simple, |Af| > 5, and so \X\ > 5*.

If some other factor, say G2, of G, fixes Aj, . . . , Az, since Gj is transi-

tive on A, and [G2, GJ = 1, G2 is semiregular on Af. Since |Af| < |G,| <

|G2|, |G2| = |Af|. Thus, also Gx is regular on Af; We may identify the action

of Gj as the right regular representation of Gx and that of G2 as the left regular

representation. Thus, Gj x G2 is the largest subgroup of G fixing Aj,..., Ar

By induction, l>5k~2 and |Af| = |GJ > 52.

We also note:
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Lemma 3.6. Let G = Gj x ... x Gk and (p be an automorphism of G of

prime order p.

IfGl,...,Gp is an orbit of <f>, then the centralizer of <p on Gt x . . . x Gp

is a diagonal of Gt x . . . x Gp.

4. In this section we prove

Proposition 4. Let G be a doubly-transitive group on X and suppose

Nx < Gx. Then either

(i) Nx restricts faithfully to each of its orbits on X - x, or

(ii) G is a normal extension of Ln(q) (in its usual doubly-transitive repre-

sentation).

We take G a doubly-transitive group on X, x £ X, Nx <GX, such that Nx

does not restrict faithfully to one of its orbits on X - x. Then, there is a mini-

mal normal subgroup L of Nx which fixes y £ X - x. The characteristic closure

Kx of L in Nx is either elementary abelian or semisimple. Moreover, Kx does

not restrict faithfully to its orbits on X - x. If Kx is abelian, by Theorem A of

[8], G is a normal extension of Ln(q). Thus, it suffices to obtain a contradiction

when Kx is the direct product of isomorphic simple groups. Clearly, we may

take A* =NX.

We let A(x, y) = x U {f(y) \f ENX} be the predesign function associated

with the orbits of A7*. We let |A(x, y)\ = 1 + s. We let K(x, y) be the kernel

of the homomorphism obtained by restricting Nx to A(x, y). By hypothesis,

K(x, y)    1. By double-transitivity, all the groups K(x, y), with x, y £ X, x ¥= y,

are conjugate. K(x, y) may be described as the largest normal subgroup of Nx

which fixes the point y. From this definition, it is clear that if K(x, y) and

K(x, y') fix a common point y", then K(x, y) = K(x, y'). Thus, if we define

PC*, y) = FK^x yy T(x, y) is a predesign function. It is clear from the definition

that A(x, y) C T(x, y).

We note first a general lemma:

Lemma 4.1. Let G be a doubly-transitive group on a set X and suppose

Nx is a normal subgroup of Gx and that Nx is a direct product of simple groups.

Then, if x, y £ X, x   y, (Nx, Ny) is transitive on X.

Proof. Suppose (A/*, Ny) is intransitive on X, for some x, y £ X, x ¥= y.

By the double-transitivity of G, this is true for all pairs x, y £ X, x y.

Let B(x, y) = {z \NZ C (Nx, Ny)}. Clearly, {*, y} C B(x, y). We claim that

the family of sets B = {B(x, y)\x, y £ X, x ¥=y} form a block design on X (with

X = 1). Since g(B(x, y)) = B(g(x), g(y)), all the sets B(x, y) have the same size.

To prove that every two element subset of X belongs to exactly one B(x, y), it

suffices to show that if {a, b] C B(x, y), B(a, b) = B(x, y).
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But if {a, b} QB(x, y), <Aa, Nb) C (Nx, Ny), and by double-transitivity,

<Aa, Nb) = (Nx, Ny), and the claim follows.

It is clear that if y g X - x, Nx fixes the set B(x, y). Thus, Nx fixes all

blocks of B which contain x. By Theorem B of part I, G is a normal extension

of Ln(q). Since Nx is a direct product of simple groups, the latter is a contra-

diction to the structure of the one-point stabilizer in Ln(q).

By hypothesis, Nx = Mx x . . . x Mf, when the Mfs are isomorphic

simple groups.

Lemma 4.2.  (i) NG(K(x, y)) C Gx; (ii) NG(Mf) C Gx.

Proof. It suffices to show that if L < Nx, L ¥= 1, then NG(L) QGX. If

AG(Z,) ̂  Gx, then also Z, < Ay for some yi=x. Then, (A*, Ny) fixes F£.

Since     C X, as Z, # 1, we have a contradiction by Lemma 4.1.

Lemma 4.3. //, x, y g X, x # 7, (i) A(x, j;) * A(y, x); (ii) r(x, y) +

TO, x).

Proof. If A(x, ;>) = A(y, x), (A*, A*) fixes the set A(x, y). A(x, y) C X,

as K(x, y) + 1 fixes all points of A(x, j). By Lemma 4.1, this is a contradiction.

A similar contradiction results if V(x, y) = T(y, x).

Lemma 4.4. K(y, x) n A* = 1 if x +y.

Proof. Let D = K(y, x) n A* and suppose D ¥= 1. Since K(y, x) nor-

malizes A*, D<K(y,x). Since Ny is a direct product of simple groups and

K(y, x)<Ny,D<Ny.

Let T = {t\D C A'}. Then, {x, y} C T. Clearly, AG(Z>) fixes T. Thus, A*

fixes T. Since {x, y) C 7/, A(y, x) C 7\ Therefore, 1 + s < |71.

On the other hand, by Lemma 1.3, 171 < s — 1. This contradiction shows

D= 1.

Lemma 4.5.  [K(y, x), A*] = 1.

Proof. K(y, x) < Gxy and A* < Gxy. By Lemma 4.4, A:(v, x) fl A* = 1.

Lemma 4.6. Zer Af* fie a simple factor ofNx. Then all orbits ofMf are

of length 1 or of even length.

Proof. Let y g X - x and let Y be the orbit of y under Mf. Suppose

|y| be odd. We show |F| = 1.

Let L be the stabilizer of y in Mf. Then, as \Mf\ is even and \Y\ is odd,

Z,tM. Also, L CA*. By Lemma 4.5, K(y, x) centralizes L. Since K(y, x)

normalizes A* and Af* is the unique simple factor of Nx which contains L,

K(y, x) normalizes Mf.

Since \Y\ = |M* • 7-1 is odd, K(y, x) acts on Mf and centralizes a Sylow
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2-subgroup of Mf. But by a theorem of Glauberman [5], the subgroup of

Aut(Af*) which centralizes a Sylow 2-subgroup of Mf is solvable. Consequently,

K(y, x) centralizes Mf. Therefore, by Lemma 4.2(i), Mf fixesy. Hence, \Y\ = 1.

We now complete the proof of the proposition.

Since |r(jc, y)\ = \T(y, x)\ and T(x, y)   Y(y, x) by Lemma 4.3, we may

choose z G F(y, x), z Ö T(x, y). Thus, K(y, x) fixes z, but K(x, y) does not

fix z. Therefore, K(y, x) normalizes K(x, z).

Now K(y, x) and K(x, z) are both products of r isomorphic simple groups.

Since K(y, x) acts as a permutation group on the r simple factors of K(x, z),

it follows by Lemma 3.5, that some simple factor, say My, of K(y, x) fixes all

simple factors of K(x, z).

Now if M\ centralizes all simple factors of K(x, z), M\ centralizes A(jc, z),

and by Lemma 4.2, K(x, z) fixes y, contrary to hypothesis.

Thus, there is some simple factor, Mx, of K(x, z) such that My normalizes

but does not centralize Mx.

Let Y be the orbit of y under Mx. If Y = {y}, Mx < Nx. Since K(y, x)

centralizes Nx by Lemma 4.5, M\ centralizes Mx, contrary to choice. There-

fore, \Y\ > 1. By Lemma 4.6, 171 is even.

Since M\ normalizes M* and M\ fixes y, My fixes Y. We consider the

action of Mx -My on Y. If L is the stabilizer of y in Mx, by Lemma 4.5,

[L, My] = 1. Moreover, in the group Mx -M\ the stabilizer of y is L x M\.

Since \Y\ > 1,L CM*. Therefore, M\ is the unique subgroup of its

isomorphism type in L x M\. Therefore, M\ is a weakly closed subgroup of

L x M\ h\Mx-My.

By Witt's theorem, the normalizer of M\ in M\M\ is transitive on the

fixed point set of M\ in Y. But by Lemma 4.2, the normalizer of M\ fixes

y. Thus, the fixed point set of M\ in Y is precisely {y}.

Thus, all orbits of M\ on Y - y are of length greater than 1. By Lem-

ma 4.6, \Y - y\ is even. Hence, \Y\ is odd, a contradiction, in so far as we have

already proved that \Y\ is even.

This completes the proof of the proposition.

5. In the next three sections we complete the proof of Theorem A. We

assume G is a doubly-transitive group on a set X and A/* a normal subgroup of

Gx. We suppose Nx = Mx x . . . x Mx, with the Mf isomorphic nonabelian

simple groups. We shall prove that k = 1.

By the proposition of §4, A/* is faithful on its orbits on X - x. Hence

no Mf fixes points in X - x.

Our analysis will be in three cases according as:

1. For all i, no involutions of Mf fix points in X - x, i.e., \(Mf) \ is odd

for all i, x, y G X, x y.
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2. Mf C\Mj = 1 for all x, y E X, x ±y, and all i, /, but \(Mf)y\ is even

for some i, x, y E X, x # y.

3. Mf fi Mj i= 1 for some x, y EX, and some /, /.

In this section we assume \(Mf) | is odd for all i and all x, y E X, x j= y.

We assume k > 2 and obtain a contradiction. We take ■ni to be the projection

of A* on Mf.

By the Feit-Thompson Theorem [3] and the Brauer-Suzuki Theorem [ 2]

the 2-rank of Mf is at least two.

Lemma 5.1.  \NX\ is even.

Proof. If [A/* I is odd, by Lemma 2.2 of part I, all involutions of Nx are

conjugate in Gx. But this is not possible if Nx < Gx and Nx has at least two

simple factors.

Lemma 5.2. /// is an involution, let S(f) = {z\j EN2}. Then CG(j) is

transitive on SQ).

Proof. Clearly CG(j) fixes the set S(f). To prove the lemma, it suffices

to show that if z E S(j), the orbits of CGJj) on S(j) - z are of even length.

Now if z E S(f), )ENZ, and there is an / such that it fa") = jt    1. Then

\f, /f] = 1 and jt is semiregular on X - x, as jt E Mf.

Now if / is an involution of Nx, we define the rank of / to be the size of

the support of / in the direct product Mx x . . . x Mf. By Lemma 5.2, if; E

Nx and / ENy, the rank of / in Nx and the rank of / in Ny are the same. Thus,

the rank of / does not depend upon x, so long as x E S(j).

Lemma 53.  Let r be the minimal rank of the involutions in Nx. Then,

Nx n Ny contains an involution of rank r.

Proof. We suppose that Nx n Ny contains no involution of rankr. Then,

by double-transitivity no Na n Nb contains an involution of rank r, ifa.bE X,

a^b. Take j ENy, an involution of rank r. Since / does not belong to Nz

for z±y,CG(f)CGy.

Now / permutes the factors Mf ofNx by conjugation. If /' fixes some

factor Mf ofNx, then CMx(j) Q (Mf)y is of even order contrary to hypothesis.

Therefore, / fixes no factor of Nx.

Then we may suppose / interchanges Mxi_l and Mx{ for / = 1.k/2.

By Lemma 3.6,/ centralizes a diagonal Dt ofMxi_l x Mxr Hence, Dt QNX.

Thus, H = Dt x ... x Dk/2 CNX.

Now itJ(H) = Mf for all /. By Lemma 3.4, Ny=D1 x . . . x Dk/2, as if

Ny D Dt x ... x Dk/2, Nx contains a factor of Nx, a contradiction.

Therefore,^ is a direct product of isomorphic simple groups, as isA^.
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By Theorem A of part I Nx n Ny + 1. Since Nx n Ny < Nx, Nx n Ny con-

tains some Dr

Therefore, Nx n Ny contains an involution of rank 2. As Nx contains

no involution of rank 1, r = 2, in contradiction to our original assumption, that

Nx n Ny contains no involution of minimal rank r.

We now take / to be an involution in A7* n Ny of rank r. Then we choose

Mf, 1 < i < r, so that 7tf(/) = /,• # 1.

Lemma 5.4.  (i) Q; (0 zn its action by conjugation permutes {/j./r}.

(ü) </lf...,/r><]coje00.
(iii) <jx,..., V W) - * ö semiregular.

Proof, (i) C<; (/) permutes Af*, . . . , Mf and centralizes /, so CG(j)

permutes fv . . . , /r. (ii) is clear, (iü) If t E (jv . . . , jr)# fixes ̂  e 5(0 - x,

then tENx and r is of rank <r. If the rank of t is < r, t cannot fix y, as r

is the smallest rank of an involution of Nx. If the rank of t is r, then t = j.

Since </> fixes all points of S(j), the result follows.

It follows from Lemma 5.4 that Cc(j)\SQ) is a permutation group whose

point stabilizer has a semiregular normal 2-subgroup. By a theorem of Shult

[10], either Cc(j) \S(J) has a regular normal subgroup, or is a normal extension

of 51(2, 2°), U3(2a), or 5z(2a). In particular, all involutions in (^_, /,)/</>

are conjugate under the action of Cox(j)-

Lemma 5.5. r = 3.

Proof. All involutions of (j\.jr)Kf> are conjugate under CGx(j) by

inspection. On the other hand, by Lemma 5.4, \jv .... jr] is an orbit of

CGx(j). Hence, 2r~1 - 1 < r. Thus, r < 3.

If r = 2, Cg0) |5(y) has a regular normal subgroup. Moreover, the Sylow

2-subgroup of CMx(j)\S(j) is semiregular on S(j) - x, as all involutions of

CMx(j) are of rank 1. Hence, CMx(f) has cyclic or generalized quaternion Sylow

2-subgroup. Hence, Mx has cyclic or generalized quaternion Sylow 2-subgroup,

a contradiction, by the Brauer-Suzuki Theorem.

Now we obtain a final contradiction. Since (jv j2, /3)/</) is elementary of

order 4, CG(j)\S(J) is a normal extension of As or U3(4). Also, if Pt is a Sylow

2-subgroup of CMx(]\) and P2 that of CMx(j2), Pj x P2 is semiregular on

5(0 - x, as no involution of Nx of rank < 2 fixes points on X - x.

But then by the structure of the Sylow 2-subgroups of A5 and U3(A), P.

is cyclic or generalized quaternion. Again, a contradiction results, as Mx has

cyclic or generalized quaternion Sylow 2-subgroup.

6. As in the last section, G is a doubly-transitive group on a set X, Nx <

Gx, and Nx = Mx x . . . x Mx with the Mf isomorphic simple groups.
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In this section we assume Mf n Mj = 1 for all x, y E X, x + y, and all

i, /. By the last section \(Mf)y\ is even for some x, y G X, x i- y, and some i.

Again, we derive a contradiction if k > 2.

Lemma 6.1. IffEMx,f±\, then CG(f) c Gx.

Proof. If g E CG(f), fEMf n Mfx). As / =£1, it follows that g(x)
= x.

We choose Mx_, Mx so that (Mx)y # 1.(Mx)y ^ 1, and

(Mx+1)y = 1, . . . , (Mx)y = 1. Likewise, we choose M\.My so that

(My)x + 1, . . . , (M?)* * 1, and (My+1)x = 1, . . . , (Af^ = 1. We let Hl =

(My)x^V = (Mf)y.
Since H' normalizes Mx x . . . x Mx and permutes the factors Afx,. . . ,

Af*, /Y' normalizes L1 x . . . x U and permutes the factors L1.Lr.

Likewise, U normalizes H1 x . . . x Hr and permutes the factors Hl.Hr.

We set

//!' = A/ i(Mx)=N XL')  and  I(=JV ,{Mjy)=N ,(//')•

Thus,    is the subgroup of Hl fixing Z,7, and vice versa.

Our first goal is to show that H' = Hj and V = L\, i.e., that H''s and

Z/'s normalize each other.

Lemma 6.2. If f EH' and \f\ is prime, then for any j, f EHj.

Proof. We may take / = 1. Then if / does not fix Mx, Mx has an orbit

Afj, . . . ,Mx under/, where p = |/|. Then,/centralizes a diagonal D of Mx x

.. . x Mx. By Lemma 6.1, D CNX. Therefore, jt^A/*) =Mf. But (Mx)y<

n^Ny)- Since (Mx)y    1 and M\ is simple (Mx)y =MX, contradicting Propo-

sition 4.

Thus, / fixes Af* and/G Hj.

It follows also from Lemma 6.2 that Hj    1 and L\ ¥= 1.

Lemma 63. [Hj,L'A=l.

Proof. [Hj, L>] c V and [H\ L[] QHl. AsH' n l) = 1, [Hj, L{] = 1.

Lemma 6.4. Iff EHj.fi- 1, tfien C£/(0 = Z,{.

Proof. By Lemma 6.3, Z{' c CLj(f). Suppose g E l) and g centralizes /

By Lemma 6.1, g fixes y. Since g centralizes / and normalizes Ny, g fixes that

factor of Ny which contains /, namely Mf. So g E L\.

Of course, a similar result holds with H and L interchanged.

Lemma 6.5. Iff EHj.fi- 1, then CMx(f) = L{.
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Proof. As before, L\ C CMx(f). If g £ CMx(f), then by Lemma 6.1,

g £ (M*)y, and the rest follows by Lemma 6.4.

Lemma 6.6. (i) 1^/1 = ̂ 1.
(ii) For a given prime p, all Sylow p-subgroups ofHj and L\ are isomorphic.

Proof. In the language of §4 of part I, using Lemma 6.5, we see that we

have a (Hj, M*, Lf) configuration and a (L{, Mf, Hj) configuration. By applying

Lemma 4.2 of part I to each of the prime divisors of \Hj\ and \L\\, (i) and (ii)

follow.

Lemma 6.7. Suppose Hl does not fix some V, then

(i) |/Z'': Hj\ = 2 and Hj is abelian,

(ii) H' is fixed byallLk,l<k< r.

Proof. Suppose some element of H' moves V to Lk with k ^ /. Then

some element of H' moves L\ to Lf. Since L\ normalizes H\ Lf QH%

Now //'' n i) = 1 and, by Lemma 6.4, NHiM) = H)L\. Thus, Lf -L\ C

Hj-L{. Since |£*| = = [Hj\ (by Lemma 6.6), If x L\ = H\l\. Since Hj<

Lf x L\ and Hj n I* = 7^! ni|=l, ZZj, Lf, L\ are isomorphic abehan groups.

Now if 0:Hj\ > 2, there is some Ü # V, Lk, such that Z,| x L' x I* C

H'JU., a contradiction to the order of the normalizer of L\ in HlL\. Thus, (i)

follows.

Next we prove (ii).

Take Ll ± V, Lk. Then, [#', L>) Q jj x Lk and so [[/7f, L>],Ll]=l.

Now [H\ L[] # 1, as if [/V, Z>] =l,Hl fixes Z> and so Hl fixes Z,', the unique

factor of Z,1 x . . . x U containing L\. This is contrary to the fact that H' moves

V. Hence, [H\ L[] ± 1. Since \H\ L[] C Hl and Ll centralizes [H\ i{], Ü

fixes //''.

Thus, to prove (ii), it suffices to show that V and Lk fix Hl. So, we sup-

pose V moves H\ By (i) of this lemma, \V: Z,{| = 2 and |Z,fe :Z,f| = 2.

Let P be the Sylow 2-subgroup of Hj, Q} a Sylow 2-subgroup of If normal-

ized by P and R'\ the Sylow 2-subgroup of L\, with similar definitions for Qk,

and Rk. Then Iß7'      = Iß* :i?fc| = 2. Also, Z,^ contains all involutions of Z/

by Lemma 6.2, and as |Z/| is even, \R'\ ¥= 1. Since \L[\ = \Hj\, P =M.

By Lemma 6.4, we have, in the terminology of part I, a constrained

(P, Q), R') configuration and a constrained (P, ßfc, Rk) configuration. By Lem-

ma 4.6 of part I, Sl^R') C Z(ß') and nt(Rk) C Z(Qk). But Hj C Lf x L\.

So P C fl' x Z?fc, and S^fP) C Z(ßk x ß'). Thus, if x S ftj(P), x * 1, x cen-

tralizes ßfc, a contradiction, by Lemma 6.4.

Therefore, V does not move H'.

We shall show next that all H"s fix all the Z/'s, and vice versa. Now if / is
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an involution interchanging x, y £ X, j normalizes (ZZ1 x . . . x ZZr) • (Z,1 x . . .

x Z/) and interchanges ZZ"s and Z/'s. Thus, if all groups ZZ' fix all the groups

L'\ all the groups V fix all the groups ZZ', and we obtained the desired conclusion.

Thus, we may suppose, say H1, does not fix all the Z/'s, and Z,1 = ZZ1, does not

fix all the ZZ''s.

By Lemma 6.7, all the Z/'s fix ZZ1 and all the ZZ''s fix Z,1.

Lemma 6.8. ZZ1 is an abelian group.

Proof. Since ZZ1 fixes I1, ZZ1 normalizes Mx, and, by Lemma 6.5, we

have a constrained (ZZ1, Mx, L1) configuration. By Proposition 4.9 and Proposi-

tion 4.15 of part I, as Mx is a simple group, ZZ1 is abelain.

Lemma 6.9. ZZ1 = Z4 x A, where A is an elementary abelian 2-group.

Proof. Suppose ZZ1 moves L2 to Z,3. By Lemma 6.7, W1 :H\\ = 2.

Also, by the proof of Lemma 6.7, L2^H\. As L2 fixes HX,L2 =*H\. Thus,

by Lemma 6.4, we have a constrained (Z,2, ZZ1, ZZj) configuration. Since I//1 :

ZZ11 = 2, [L2, ZZ1 ] C ZZ1. By Lemma 4.17 of part I, and as ZZ1 is abelian, it

follows that ZZ1 is a 2-group. By Lemma 4.6(i) of part I, H\ is elementary abelian.

By Lemma 6.2, H\ contains all involutions of ZZ1, and so ZZ1 = Z4 x A, with A

an elementary abelian 2-group.

We now obtain a final contradiction to the assumption that not all ZZ"s fix

the £/'s by studying the constrained (ZZ1, Mx, Z,1) configuration.

The following lemma, which we use again shortly, handles the case in which

A of Lemma 6.9 is the identity.

Lemma 6.10. There is no (Z2„, G, Zjn) configuration in which G is a

simple group, and n > 1.

Proof. Assume such a configuration exists and let Q be a Sylow 2-sub-

group of G. Since G is simple Q D Z2„. By Lemma 4.6 of part I, Q is dihedral,

cyclic, or generalized quaternion. By the Brauer-Suzuki Theorem, Q is dihedral.

By Gorenstein and Walter [6], G = PSL(2, q), q odd, or An.

We let P be the group of automorphisms of G such that the centralizer of

each nonidentity element of P is R, with P = R= Z2„. We let / be the involu-

tion of P.

If G = PSL(2, q), then / induces a field automorphism or a graph auto-

morphism of G. In the first case, CG(f) = PSL(2, y/q), which is not a 2-group.

In the second case, CG(f) is dihedral of order q + 1 or q — 1, and never cyclic

if q > 3.

If G =A7, an outer automorphism of An centralizes an element of order 3.

We now begin the proof that the hypothesis of this section leads to a con-

tradiction.
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It follows from the last lemma, as Mx is simple, that A has order greater

than 1.

Now let T = CMx(Lx). By Lemma 4.6(i) of part l,Ll is a Sylow 2-sub-

group of its centralizer. Hence, T = Z,1 x 0(T). Since H1 is noncyclic, 0(7) =

(Co^OOI/e//1),/* 1. Since CMx(f) CZ,1 if j E H1, j ± I, 0(T) CL1 and
0(7) = 1. Thus T = Ll.

By Lemma 4.1 of part I, [NMx(Ll), 771] CZ,1. Thus, in the terminology

of part I, we have a constrained (77, K, /.^configuration of type A. By Proposi-

tion 4.26 of part I, Z,1 < Mx, a contradiction, or Z,1 is elementary abelian, again

a contradiction.

Thus, we may assume that all /7"s normalize Z/'s, and vice versa.

Lemma 6.11. /71,. . . , Hr, L1,. .. , U are isomorphic abelian groups.

Proof. By choosing an involution t which interchangesx,y EX, we may

number the groups so that 7/1 ss Z,1,.. . , Z7r ss V, By Lemma 6.4 we then

have a constrained (//', Mf, L') configuration. By part I, Propositions 4.9 and

4.15, H' and V are abelian. Since //' = 77? and V = Z,{, and by Lemma 6.6, all

Sylow subgroups of 77' and ll are isomorphic, //' and V are isomorphic, for all

i and /.

Lemma 6.12. For all i, 1 < / < k, (Mf)y    I. (In other words, r = k.)

Proof. Assume the lemma is false, and (Mf+ ,)y = .. .= (Mx)y = 1. We

study the action of 771 = (M\)x on K = Mx+l x . . . x Mx. We take A =

{r + 1.k}. If / E H1, we speak of the action of / on A to mean the action

of / on the corresponding factors of K.

First we claim that H1 acts semiregularly on A. It suffices to verify this if

f E 7/1 is of prime order p. Indeed, if / fixes Mx, t E A, as p| ]M*\, CMx(f) 1.

But then, by Lemma 6.1, (Mx)y + 1, a contradiction. Thus, the claim follows.

By the hypothesis of this section, some (Mf)y is of even order. So by Lem-

ma 6.11, Hl is of even order. We claim next that 771 is a cyclic 2-subgroup.

Take fE Hl of prime order and let Tj, . . ., Ts be the orbits of / on A.

By Lemma 3.6,/centralizes a diagonalDt of n;er Af*. By Lemma 6.1,Z), QKy.

Thus, if / E A, ir^Ky) = Mf. Then, by Lemma 3.4, there is a partition Aj, .. .,

Au of A such that Ky is a product of diagonals of Il/eA Mx.

Moreover, each orbit of / on A is a union of sets A,, where / may be any

element of Z71 of prime order.

Now if it is possible, choose two elements f, g EH1, f, g of prime order,

and if)   <g). Then, </> has orbits rx,. . . , Ts on A and <£> has orbits r\,. .. ,

r^.. Since </, g> is semiregular on A, |Tf n rj.| < 1, for all choices of and

rj.. Since both Tf and Tj. are the union of sets A;., it follows that |At| = . . . =

|AJ=1.
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But then if / G A, Mf fixes y, a contradiction. Thus, the choice of the

previous paragraph is not possible. Therefore, Hl is a cyclic 2-group.

Next we consider the constrained (H1, Mf, Z,1) configuration. Since H1 =

A1 = Z2„, by Lemma 6.10, we obtain a final contradiction proving Lemma 6.12.

The final contradiction of §6 will follow immediately from the next lemma.

Lemma 6.13. For all i and j, F .• = FT,-.

Proof. Take z 6 F t. We show that z £ F /. Now ZZ'' = (M?)x and

I) = (Mx)y. Since all H"s normalize Z/'s, Hl normalizes V'and fixes M*. By

Lemma 6.12 and double-transitivity, (M*)z    1. By Lemma 6.11 and double-

transitivity, l(M*)z| = \(Mf)x\. Since ZZ1 fixes z and normalizes M*, ZZ' normal-

izes (M*)z. By Lemma 6.5, if/GZZ', and/¥= 1, the centralizer of/on (M*)z

is precisely (M*)zy. Therefore, we have a (Hl, (M*)z, (Mf) ) configuration with

\H'\ = l(M*)z|. Applying Lemma 4.2 of part I to each Sylow subgroup of//'

and (Mf\, it Mows that (Mf)z = (Mf)zy. Since |(M*)2| = \(Mf)y\, (Mf)z =
(Mp^. Therefore, z G F^-.

Thus, FHt C Fl/. Similarly, F^/ C F^,.

We can now bring §6 to a close. Set Y = F <. By Lemma 6.13, Y = F. x =

F 2 ■ Now Z,  centralizes     and therefore Mx fixes the set Y. But the kernel

of the restriction map Mx —► MX\Y is not 1 as L1 ¥= 1 and Z,1 fixes all points

of Y. Since M* is simple, Mx fixes 7, a contradiction.

7. In this section we complete the proof of Theorem A. Here, G is a

doubly-transitive group on X, Nx < Gx, and Nx =MX x Mx x . . . x Mx, with

Mj isomorphic simple groups. By the last section we may assume Mf n Mj 1

for some x, 7 G X, x ^ 7. For definiteness, we assume M\ n MJ" ̂  1.

We derive a contradiction if /< > 2.

Crucial to many of our arguments will be the counting methods of § 1.

We take sv . . . , sk to be the lengths of the orbits of y under Mx, . . . ,

idx and fj,. . . , tk to be the lengths of the orbits of x under M\,. . . , M£,

respectively.

We define a graph Gx on X - x preserved by Gx as follows: Gx =

{{a, b}\f(a) = b for some fEMf and some /}. Thus, {a, b} G Gx if {a, ft} lies

in some orbit of some Mf, 1 < i < k. We let u be the valence of Gx.

Lemma 7.1. v < (st - 1) + (s2 _ 1) + ... + (sfc _ 1).

Proof. Fix a G A' - jc and let Aj, . . . , Afc be the orbits of a under

Mf,. . . , Mx respectively. Then {a, b) G Gx if and only if b G U,t1(AJ- - a).

Since the latter set has size at most (s1 — 1) + ... + (sk — 1), the lemma follows.

Lemma 7.2. IffGG.f^l, set
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T(f) = {z \ f EM* for some i, \<i<k}.

Then \T(f)\ < v.

Proof. Take a,bEX,a^b, such that f(a) = b. Set r(a, b) = {z\ {a, b}

E Gz}. By Lemma 1.1 of §1, \r(a, b)\ = v. Now if z g T(f), f E M-, and/(a)

= b. Thus, [a, b} E Gz. So T(f) Q r(a, b), and I2X-0I < »■
Our first step will be to show that k = 2. So, we first assume k > 3.

Lemma 7.3. Either (i) s, > s2, . . . , s, > sk, or (ii) k = 3 a«<i (Af2 )y =

(Af*)y = l.

Proof. If (i) fails, we may take s2 > s, and s2> s3, . . . ,s2> sk. Set

v" = {z |M* nMyQMz for some /}. By Lemmas 7.1 and 7.2, m < u < (Sj - 1)

+ .. . + (sk - 1). Clearly, {x, y} C Y. Moreover, CG(MX n Mj7) fixes Y.

Now take Ä7* =MX x . . . x Mx. Since [Mf, Mf] = 1, Ü* fixes 7. Thus,

y contains the orbit of y under Af*. The length of this orbit is |Af* : (Mx)y\.

Thus, [Äff : (Äffy < s, + . . . +_sfc.
Let 7t be the projection of Mx onto Af| x . . . x Mk. Let T= ir((Mx)y).

Then, \(Mx)y\ = \T\ \(Mx)y\. So Wx : (Mf)yl = |M* : (MJ^I |WJ x . . . x M* :

71. Therefore, Sj + . . . + sk > s2 \MX x . . . x Mx : 71. Since s2 > s, for all

/, rc > IM* x ... x Mk : 71.

If r contains no normal subgroup # 1 of x . . . x Mk, by Lemma 3.5,

*>5fc-2. Hence, jfc < 2.

So we may assume T contains Mx. Let L be the largest normal subgroup

of Mx x ... x Mx contained in T. Then, there is a subgroup 77 of (Mx)y such

that (M2)y C77 and tt(77) = 7,. Let tt2 be the projection of Mx onto Af2 . Let

77 = ker(7t2|//). Then, 77 C M| x . . . x Mx and rr(77) = 77. Since 77 < 77 and

Tr(/7) = 7 < M\ x . . . x Mk, H<MX x . . . x Mk. Since also 77 fixes y, if

77 ¥= 1, we have a contradiction by the proposition of §4. Hence, 77 = 1. There-

fore, 77 is isomorphic to a subgroup of Af2. Since also 77 has homomorphic

image L and L contains M\, |77| = |Af21, and 77 is a diagonal of M2 and Mx.

Since 77 fixes y, it follows that (M2)y = (Mx)y = 1.

Since T/Mx contains no normal subgroup of Mx x . . . x Mk/Mx, by

Lemma 3.5, k > S"'3. Hence, k<3. Therefore, * = 3 and (Mx)y = (Mx)y = 1.

Lemma 7.4. Either (i) s, > s2,. . . , sx > sk and tx> t2, . . . ,tx> tk,

or

(ii) k = 3 and (Mx)y = (Mx)y = (My)x = (My)x = 1.

Proof. Since Lemma 7.3 also applies to Ny, it suffices to show that if

it = 3 and (Mx)y = (Mx)y = 1, then (Af^ = (My)x = 1. But if k = 3 and
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(Mx)y = (Mx)y = 1, Af* and Af* are both regular on their orbits which contain

y. By double-transitivity, two of the factors of Ny are regular on their orbits

which contain x. Since My is not regular on its jc-orbit, as 1    Af* H M\ C

(My)x, My and Af£ are regular on their x-orbits. Hence, (My)x = (Af^)* = 1.

Lemma 7.5. Aff n Af/ = 1 // (i, /) ¥=(1,1).

Proof. We use Lemma 7.4. In case (ii) of Lemma 7.4, Lemma 7.5 is

clear, as (Af*) - 1 if i # 1 and (Af/)* = 1 if / + 1. Hence, Sj > ff if / # 1 and

tx >tj'\fj±\.
Now if Af* n Af?    1 for (/, f)   (1, 1), we may suppose, say / + 1. But

the proof of Lemma 7.4 is based only on the fact that Af* n Af^ + 1. Hence,

if Af* n Mj ¥=1 for i   1, by Lemma 7.4, sf > Sj, a contradiction.

It follows that for each a, b E X, a + b, there is a unique (/, /) such that

Aff OAf? ¥ 1. We set

B(a, b) = {c 11   Af? n Af,? C Af? for some it}.

Lemma 7.6.  {Z?(a, ft) \a, b E X, a   i} jbrm a WocA; design (with X = 1)

on X preserved by G.

Proof. By double-transitivity, if Af? O Af? ¥= 1, then |M? n Af?| =

[Af* nAf>"|.

To prove Lemma 7.6, it suffices to show that if {c, d} C B(a, b), then

B(a, b) = B(c, d). But if {c, d} Q B(a, b), there are subscripts k and / such that

1 #Af? nAf* CM£ and 1 =£Af? PiAf? CMf. Hence, 1 ¥Af? nAf? CAf£ n

Mf. By the previous paragraph, Af? n Af ? = Af£ O Aff. Thus, B(a, b) = B(c, d).

Lemma 7.7. k = 2.

Proof. Suppose & > 3 and let B be the block design of Lemma 7.7.

Let B = 5(x, y). Then G£ |5 is doubly-transitive. Let Äff = Af* x ... x Af*.

Since Af* centraUzes Af* n Af  Af* fixes the set B. Since Af* O Af^ fixes all

points of B and Af* is simple, Af* does not fix the set B. Therefore, Af* is the

largest normal subgroup of Nx which fixes B. Therefore, Äff < (Gg \B)X.

Since k > 3, Aff has at least two simple factors. By induction, we obtain a

contradiction.

Before proceeding to the case k = 2, we prove some general lemmas which

we shall use later on.

Lemma 7.8. Let G be a doubly-transitive group on a set X and Kx a

normal subgroup of Gx of prime index p in Gx. Suppose also

(i) |A1 ■ 1 (mod p), and

(ü) ifx, y £ X, x y, Kx = Ky = A* O Ky. Then, there is a normal sub-

group G of G such that GX=KX.
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Proof. Take ß a Sylow p-subgroup of Gx and set P = Q n Kx. By (i),

ß is a Sylow p-subgroup of G. We use Grun's theorem [7], to show that G has

a normal subgroup G of index p such that G n ß = P.

Thus, it suffices to show that [NG(Q), Q] CP and if Q' is another Sylow

p-subgroup of G, \Q', Q'] HQ CP.

Since Q fixes only the point x, NG(Q) = NGx(Q). Since Kx O Gx and

K* n ß = P, [JVGa.(Ö), öl CP. Likewise, if Q' is a Sylow p-subgroup of G and

ß'CG,, [Q', Ö'KißCP.
So we may suppose Q' is a Sylow p-subgroup of G and ß' C Gy for some

7 ±x. Then, [ß', ß'] Thus, [Q', Q'] f\QCKy=Kx. Since Kx n ß =

P, [ß'. ß'] nßcp.

From this it follows:

Lemma 7.9. Le/ G be a doubly-transitive group on X, x E X, Kx a normal

subgroup of Gx of prime index p in Gx such that Kx is intransitive on X - x.

Then there is a normal subgroup G of G such that Gx =KX.

Proof. Since \GX :KX\ = p and Kx is intransitive on X - x, if fE Gx

fixes y E X — x, f E Kx. Thus, Kyx C Kx and so Kx=Ky. Since Kx has p or-

bits of equal length of X - x, \X - x\ = 0 (mod p).

Now we begin the analysis with k = 2. We proceed in two cases according

as Gxy normalizes Mx or Gxy does not normalize Mx. First we treat the case

in which Gxy normalizes Mx.

Lemma 7.10. Gxy normalizes Mx, Mx, M\, My.

Now set Lx = NGx(Mx) = NGx(Aq). By Lemma 2.3, Lx CGX. Thus, Lx

is of index 2 in Gx. Since Gxy is contained in Lx, Lx has two orbits of length,

say /, on X - x. By Lemma 7.9, there is a normal subgroup G of G such that

GX=LX.

Then, G is a rank 3 permutation group having subdegrees 1,1, I. Since

Mx C G, |G| is even. Therefore, / is even and both orbits of Gx are self-paired.

Since Gxy C G, for all x, y E X, x   .y, and since G contains elements inter-

changing x and y, G*x y^ C G.

Now     and Mx are not conjugate in G. Thus, we may index M\ and

Af^ for other y E X - x so that Af* and Af are conjugate in G. If / is an ele-

ment of G interchanging x and y, then j(Mx)j~l =My. It follows that the

.y-orbit of Mx has the same length as the x-orbit of M\, which we denote by

s,. s2 is defined similarly.

Because of our reindexing we need no longer have Mx n M\    1. How-

ever, still for some i, j, Mf n MJ ¥= 1.

Lemma 7.11. Mx C\My =MX C\My = 1.
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Proof. Suppose Af* n My ¥= 1 and set Y = {z\Mx n My cMzm for

some m}. By Lemma 7.2, |7| < (s1 - 1) + (s2 - 1). Also, {x, y} c £

Suppose for definiteness that s2 > st. Since [Af2, Af* n Af£] = 1, Af2

fixes the set Y. We study the orbits of Af2 on y-x The orbit of y E Y - x

under Af2 is of length s2. Any other orbit Af2 on Y - x is of length >sx.

But as st + s2 > (Sj — 1) + (s2 — 1), Af2 has only one orbit on Y - x.

Since [My, Af* nMy] =l,My fixes Y. Since My does not fix x, My

moves x into f - x. Thus, <Af2, AfJ1) is doubly-transitive on Y. Also, <M2, Af^>

c G. Thus, there is a / £ <Af2, My) such that / interchanges jc and y, and it

follows that j(My)j~i = Af*. Therefore, Af* fixes Y, a contradiction, as Af* n

Af^ fixes all points of Y and Af* is simple.

Now by hypothesis A/f n Af/ ¥ 1 for some /, /. If both Aff n Af[ 1

and Mx C\My # 1, if necessary, renumber Af* and Af2 so that s2 > Sj. Other-

wise, choose the numbering so that Af* n My + 1 and Af* n Af^ = 1.

Now set 5 = {z I Aff o Af>" c Af? for some /}.

Lemma 7.12. {g(E) \g £ G) form a block design on X (with X = 1) pre-

served by G. We call this block design B.

Proof. If Af2 n Af£ = 1, the proof of Lemma 7.6 is valid. So we may

suppose that Af2 n Af£ #1. By our choice of numbering, s2 > st.

Since [Af* Af* n Af[] = 1, Af* fixes B. By Lemmas 7.1 and 7.2, |S| <

(Sj - 1) + (s2 — 1). Also, {x, y] CB. Studying the orbits of Af2 on B - x,

it follows, as in Lemma 7.11, that Af| is transitive on B - x, and that <M2, My)

is doubly-transitive on B.

Since Gxy normalizes Af* and Af^, Af* n My < Gxy. Therefore, Gxy

fixes B.

Now since G| |5 is doubly-transitive and Gxy fixes 5, it is readily verified

that the translates of B under the action of G form a block design preserved

by G.

Take A(x, y) the orbit of y under Lx. If z £ x - A(x, y), A(x, z) is the

orbit of z under Lx.

Lemma 7.13. IfCGBandxEC, either (i) C c A(x, y) and Af* fixes C,

or (ü) C c A(x, z) fl/jd Af* fixes C.

Proof.  First take C = B, the block containing x and v. It is clear from

the definition of B that Af* fixes B. Moreover, Af* does not fix B as Af* is

simple and Af* D Afy fixes all points of B. Therefore, Af* is the largest normal

subgroup of A/* which fixes B. Therefore, Af* < (G*B\. Therefore, (G*B)X QLX.

Since also (GB)X is transitive on B - x, B c A(x, y).

Now if C is any block of 8 containing x, f(B) = C for some /£ Gx. If
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feLx,CC A(jc, y) and Mx fixes C. If/£ Gx - L*. C C A(x, z) and Aff

fixes C.

We are now in a position to obtain a final contradiction to our assumption

that Gxy normalizes Aff. Recall |A(xr, y)| = 1 + / and \X\ = 1 + 2/. Set lß| =

1 + r.

Take B = {xx.jcr+1}. Then there is a ̂  £ X - x,- such that 5 C

A(xf, 7,.), by Lemma 7.13. Take zt £ X - A(x;>

Now for each xt £ 5, there is an index t such that Mx C\My C Äff'. By

Lemma 7.13, Aff' fixes either all the blocks of 8 containing xt in A(x,-, y,) or

those in A(xf, z,). Since B C A(x,-, ̂) and Aff n Af[ fixes ah points of B, Aff''

does not fix B. Therefore, Aff' fixes all blocks contained in A(xf, z,). There-

fore, Aff n Af fixes all the blocks of 8 which contain xt and he in A(xf, zf).

Moreover, if C is such a block, as Aff' fixes C, Aff n Äff has a nontrivial orbit

on C.

Since each A(xf, z() contain l/r blocks which contain x( and since there are

r + 1 choices for x(- £ 5, we obtain a family C of (1" + r)l/r distinct blocks such

that Aff n Af\ fixes each C £ C and Mx n A/[ has a nontrivial orbit on C.

Since no two blocks of 8 have in common a pair of points, no two blocks

of C have in common a nontrivial orbit of Mx n M\ .

Then, if Y is the union of the nontrivial orbits of Aff n Afj", \Y\ >

2(1 + r)l/r.

Since Aff n Afy also fixes the 1 + r points of B, it follows that (1 + f) +

2(1 + r)l/r < tffl = 1 + 2/. Therefore, 1 + r + 2/ < 1 + 21, a contradiction.

Thus, in the remainder of this section we may assume that Grv does not

normalize Aff.

Again, we set Lx = NGj{Mx) = NGx(Mx). Since Gx = Lx ■ Gxy, it follows

that Lx is transitive on X - x.

We suppose that Aff D M\ ¥= 1. We take Aj(jc, y) to be the union of x

and the orbit of y under Aff and Aj(y, x) to be the union of y and the orbit

of x under M\. We define A2(x, v) and A2(y, x) analogously.

Since Lx is transitive on X - x, all orbits of Aff on X - x are of the same

length s. Since Aff and Af2 are conjugate in Gx, the same applies to Mx. Thus,

IAjCc y)| = |A2(x, y)| = |Ax(y, x)| = |A2(y, x)| = s + 1.

Lemma 7.14. Let f £ Aff n Af/, / ¥ 1. 5« 7/(/) = {z 1/ £ Af^ for some k}.

Writing Nx = Aff x Aff and A"7 = Mf x Af/, we have T(f) = Aj((x, y) = Ay,(y,x).

Proof. By Lemmas 7.1 and 7.2, \T(f)\ < 2s - 2. Also, {x, y} C T(f),

and Aff fixes T{f), as Aff centralizes Aff n Af/. Thus, \{x, y) C 71(/). By the

forgoing inequality on I7TCOI and since each orbit of Af^ on T{f) — x is of length

s, it follows that Af,(x, y) = 71/). Similarly, Aj,(y, x) = T(f).
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Lemma 7.15. (i) [Aff n Aff I = [Mx n Aff |; (Ii) Aff n Aff = Mx n Aff= 1.

Proof. Since Aff n Aff    1, by Lemma 7.14, A2(x, 7) = A2(y, x). If

also Mx C\My j= I, then A2(x, y) = Aj(y, x), again by Lemma 7.14. Thus,

A,(y, x) = A2(y, x). Since Aff is transitive on A2(y, x) and Aff fixes A2(y, x),

while centralizing Aff, Aff is semiregular on A2(y, x), a contradiction as 1 ^

Aff nAff Q(My)x.
Thus Aff n Aff = Aff n Aff = 1.
Now take t G Gxy such that t(Mx)t~l = Aff. Then, f(Aff n Aff )r1 =

A/* n «(lljjr1. Since AT* OAff - 1, rAffr1 =Aff. Thus, |Aff n Aff | =
|Aff nAff|.

Lemma 7.16. (i) Lx=Ly=Lxn Ly \ (ii) |AT| is <?ve« and s w odd.

Proof, (i) Since I* normalizes Aff, Aff D Aff    1, and Aff n M$ = 1,

/,* normalizes Aff. Thus, LjCF. So I* = Ly = Lx n //.

(ii) Now if 1X1 is odd, by Lemma 7.8, there is a normal subgroup G of G

such that Gx= Lx. Since I* is transitive on X - x, G is doubly-transitive on X

On the other hand, Aff < Gx, a contradiction by Lemma 2.3.

Thus, |X| is even. As s | |X - x|, s is odd.

Lemma 7.17. (AffL, = Aff n Aff = (Aff^.

Proof. Set B = A2(x, 7) = A2(y, x) (using Lemma 7.14). Thus, <Aff, Aff >

is doubly-transitive on B. Now 5 = fz |Mf n Aff CA/?}, by Lemma 7.14. By

Lemma 7.160), (Aff)y normalizes A/f. Therefore, Aff n Aff < (Mx)y. Thus,

also (Aff) fixes B.

Since Aff is transitive on B - x, and (Aff )y fixes 7 € B - x and centralizes

Aff, (Aff) fixes all points of B.

Now (Aff)y normalizes Aff (as it normalizes Aff). Therefore, (Aff) • ((Aff )y)

is a group which fixes the set B. The subgroup of Aff • (Aff) fixing all points

of B is precisely (Aff )y. Therefore, Aff normalizes (Mx)y. Since Aff does not fix

x, (Aff )y C A/f n Aff for some x'   x and some /. But by Lemma 7.15,

lAff OAff | = |A/f 0 Aff'l. Therefore, |(Aff)y| < |Aff DAff |. Since also Aff n

Mf £ (Aff),, Aff n Aff = (Aff )y.

Lemma 7.18. ler £ be the fixed point set of (Mx)y. Then (i) B =

A2(x, y) = A2(y, x), and (ii) (Aff) is semiregular on X - B.

Proof. Suppose / G (Aff )y, f¥=l, and suppose / fixes z. We show z G

A2(x, y), proving both (i) and (ii).

By Lemma 7.15 and double-transitivity, either Aff n M\    1 and Aff n

Aff = 1 or Aff n Aff = 1 and Aff n Af|   1. So, for definiteness, say Aff n Af f   1.
By Lemma 7.17 and double-transitivity, (Aff\ = (M\)x. Therefore,/GAff. Since
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/£ Aff n M\, it follows from Lemma 7.14, that z E A2(x, y) = A2(y, x).

Lemma 7.19. (i) Aff is SL(2, q), Sz(q), U3(q), with q = 2a.

(ü) (Mx)y is a Sylow 2-subgroup of Aff.

Proof. Now |Afx '■ (Mx)y\ = s is odd, by Lemma 7.16 and (Aff) is semi-

regular on the complement of its fixed point set in Aj(jc, y).

Set H=NMx((Mx)y). If T is a subgroup of (Mx)y and T ¥= 1, then (Mx)y

and T have the same fixed point set. Therefore, NMx(T) C H.

In particular, as s is odd, (Aff) contains a Sylow 2-subgroup P of Aff, and

A^x(P) C H. Also, if / is an involution of H, j E (Mx)y (as (Aff )y < 7/ and

|/Y: (Aff) i is odd), and CMx(j) Q H. Thus, H is a strongly embedded subgroup

of Jiff. 1
By Bender's Theorem [1], and since Aff is simple, Aff is SL{2, q), Sz(q),

U3(q), with q = 2a > 2. Moreover, H is a Sylow 2-normalizer in Aff.

Next we claim: P = (Aff )y.

By the structure of 51(2, q), Sz(q), and U3(q), it follows that if a E NMx(P),

a ± 1, and |a| is odd, then Aff = (P, NMx((a))). Thus, if (Aff )y contains an1

element a =t 1 of odd order, P and NMxl(a)) are contained in H and // = Aff, a

contradiction.

Lemma 7.20. (i) //Aff = 51(2, q), |A(x, ̂) - x| - (1 + q)(q - 1) and

\X-x\ = (l+q)2(q-l).

(Ü) //Aff = Sz(q), \A(x, y) - x\ - (1 + fl2)(9 - 1) and [X-x| =

(1 + - 1).
(iii) //Aff = f73(q), |A(x, v) - jc| = (1 + q3)(q2 - 1) and \X-x\ =

0+<73)V-l).

Proof. Now ah orbits of Aff on X - x are of length s. Thus, each point

y EX - x is fixed by a unique Sylow 2-subgroup of Aff.

By Lemma 7.18, A2(x, y) - x is the fixed point set of a Sylow 2-subgroup

of Aff. By Lemma 7.19, the size of A(x, y) — x is as given. Thus, \X - x\ is

|Aj (jc, y) - x\ times the number of Sylow 2-subgroups of Aff.

Lemma 7.21. The family of sets fe(Aj(x, y)) \g E G} form a (b, v, r, k, X>

design on X with X = 2.

Proof. We must show that each 2 element subset of X belongs to exactly

two of the sets £(Aj(x, y)). It suffices to show that if {x, y] Cg(Aj(x, y)), then

sOV*> y))= Ai(x- y)or A2(x> y)-

Then, g(a) = x and #(£) =7 for {a, b} C Aj(x, 7). Since <MX, My) is

doubly-transitive on Ax(x, y), there is an h which fixes Aj(x, y) such that «(x) =

a and ft(y) = Z>.
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Then (g ■ h)(At (x, y)) = tfA, (x, y)) and g-hE Gxy.

Now \Gxy : L*\ = 2 and L* fixes A^x, y). Thus, if gh E Ly, giA^x, y)) =

A,(x, y) and if g-h G G^ - Lxy, g(\(x, y)) = A2(x, y).

We now obtain a final contradiction, and complete the proof of Theorem A.

v — \X\ and k = \A(x, y)\. Then b is the number of sets {g(A(.(x, y))} and sat-

isfies b = 2v(v - l)/k(k - 1).

Therefore, 2v(v - 1) = 0 (mod k(k - 1)).

Since k - 1 divides v - 1, 2v((v - l)l(k - 1)) = 0 (mod k). Now

(u — l)/(fc - 1) is the number of Sylow 2-subgroups of Mx and k — 1 is the

number of cosets of a Sylow 2-subgroup of Mx, so (v — l)l(k - 1) is relatively

prime to k, and so 2v = 0 (mod k).

In case (i), v = 1 + (1 + ^fa - 1) and k = 1 + (1 + q)(q - 1). Thus,

2(1 + (1 + q)2(q - 1)) = 0 (mod <?2). Thus, 2fa3 + <?2 -    = 0 (mod q2).

So ql2, in contradiction to the simplicity of Mx.

In case (ii), 2(1 + (1 + q2)2(q - 1)) s 0 (mod((l + (?2)(? - 1) + 1)),

and as (1 + q2)(q - 1) + 1 = q3 - q2 + q, 2(1 + (1 + q2)2(q - 1)) =- 0

(mod(c72 — <7 + 1)). Since the modulus is odd and 1 + q2 = q (modfa2 - q + 1)),

1 + c72(c7 - 1) s 0 (mod(<72 - ? + 1)). Then, ^2 - 2fl + 2 = 0

(mod(t?2 - q + 1)). So q - 1 = 0 (mod(<?2 - 9 + 1)). It follows that q2 - q

+ I<c7 — l,orc72< 2(q — 1), a contradiction.

In case (iii), a similar procedure works, completing the proof of Theorem A.

8. In this section we prove Theorem B. First, however, we must bound

the size of the fixed point sets of elements of a doubly-transitive group under

certain conditions.

Proposition 8. Let G be a doubly-transitive group on X and suppose Gx

admits a system of imprimitivity on X - x having imprimitive block A. Suppose

\X\ = n and |A| = s. Suppose no nonidentity element of G fixes all points of

xU A.

Then, if gEG, g+ \,g fixes at most ss/njlpoints of X.

Proof. Let Y be the fixed point set of g, and suppose t = \Y\. We take

A(x, y) = x U A and obtain a predesign function for G. As usual, we take Gx

to be a graph on X - x with {a, b} G Gx if A(x, a) = A(x, b). Also, r(a, b) =

{x I {a, b} C A(x, y) -x for some y EX — x}. Then, Gx is of valence s - 1

and |r(a, b)\ = s - 1 by Lemma 1.1.

We take SI to be the set of ordered pairs (x, {a, b}) where

(i) g fixes x,

(ii) there is some y EX - x such that {a, b) C A(x, y) - x,

(iii) a   b and a and b he in the same orbit of g.
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Note that (ii) is equivalent to the statement that x E r(a, b). Also, it fol-

lows from these hypotheses that g(A(jc, y)) = A(jc, y).

We bound \Y\ by estimating in two different ways the size of fi. Clearly,

it suffices to do this when g is of prime order p.

First we obtain a lower bound for |£2|. Since no element of G fixes all

points of A(x, y), the number of fixed points of g on A(jc, y) - x is at most

s - p. Thus, for a fixed x £ Y, the number of sets A(jc, z) on which g fixes a

point of A(jc, z) - x is greater than or equal to (r - l)/(s - p). Thus, the num-

ber of possibilities for A(jc, y) in the definition of J2 is at least t(t — l)/(s - p).

On each such set A(x, y), g has at least one orbit of length p, and so for this

A(x, y), the number of possibilities for {a, b} is at least p(p - l)/2. Therefore,

(/(/ - l)/(s - p))(p(p - l)/2) < |Q|.

Next we obtain an upper bound for       On X - Y,g has (n - i)lp orbits

of length p. Thus, there are at most (n - r)/p -p(p - l)/2 possibilities for {a, b}

in the definition of J2. As x £ r(a, /;) if (jc, {a, b}) £ J2, for a given {a, b}, there

are at most s — 1 choices for jc. Therefore,     < ((n - t)lp)(p(p - l)/2)(s - 1).

It follows that r(r - 1) < (s - lXs - p)(« - 0/P- Since p > 2, we obtain

r(r - 1) < (s - l)(s - 2)(« - 0/2.

It follows from this that t2 < s2n/2. For if not, s2n <2t + (s- l)(s - 2) •

(n - f). Then, (3s - 2>j < (2 - (s - l)(s - 2))t. If s > 3, we have the con-

tradiction, (3s — 2)n < 0. If s = 1 or 2, it follows from the fact that no element

#1 of G fixes all points of x £ A that Gxy = 1 and so t < 1. Thus, t<sy/nj2.

Remark. Later we shall use the inequahty t(t - 1) < (s - l)(s - 2)(« - 0/2.

Next we prove:

Theorem B. Let G be a doubly-transitive group on X,x £ X, and suppose

Nx is a normal subgroup of Gx. Suppose \X\ = n and that the orbits of Nx on

X - x are of length s. Then, one of the following holds:

(i) Nx is semiregular on X - x, or

(ii) G is a normal extension of Ln(q), or

(üi) n < 2(s - l)2.

Proof. We take A(x, y) = jc U {f(y) |/£ Nx}. A(x, y) is the predesign

function associated with the orbits of Nx on X - jc. By hypothesis, |A(jc, y)| =

1 +s.

We define a graph Gx on X - x by connecting a, b £ X - x if a and b

belong to the same orbit oiNx. Equivalently, a and b are connected in {a, b] C

A(x, y) - x for some y EX - x. Gx is a graph of valence s - 1. By Lemma 1.2,

if * ±y, \GX n Gy\ = (s- l)(s - 2)/2.

Now ifNx is semiregular on X — x, (i) holds. If Nx is not semiregular on
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X - x, but A* O Ny = 1 if x   y, by Theorem A of part I, (ii) holds. Thus

we may take / ENX n A*, / of prime order p.

If Nx does not restrict faithfully to A(x, y), by Theorem A, (ii) holds.

Thus, we may suppose Nx restricts faithfully to A(x, y).

We claim that no element of G fixes all points of A(x, y). Indeed, let

W = GA(x y) ± 1. Then, as Nx fixes A(jc, y), [Nx, W] CW. As W fixes x,

[Nx, W]=NX. By the last paragraph,Nx fl W= 1. Thus, [A*, IV] = 1. There-

fore, Ccx(Nx) is not semiregular on AT - x. By Corollary B.3 of [8], there is a

block design B, such that Nx fixes all blocks of B which contain x. By Lem-

ma 2.8 of [8], it follows that Nx n Ny = 1 if x   y, contrary to hypothesis.

Thus, the claim follows.

Let t be the number of fixed points of/. By Proposition 8 of this section,

f(f - 1) < (s - l)(s - 2)(n - 0/2.

Since /£ A* DNy, all pairs of points in orbits of /lie in Gx C\Gy. Since

/has (n - i)lp orbits in the complement of its fixed point set and since each

orbit contains pip — l)/2 pairs of points, it follows that

(n -t)p(p- 1) < (s - lXs - 2)

p        2 2

Thus, n - t < (s - IX« - 2)/0 - 1). Since p > 2, n - t < (s - l)(s - 2).

By the previous paragraph, t(t - 1) < (s - l)2(s - 2)2/2. Thus, / <

(s - l)2/\/2. Thus, n < (s - 1)2/V2 + (s - l)(s - 2) < 2(s - l)2.

Remark. In case (i) and (ii) of Theorem C, no bound of n in terms of s

is possible. Indeed, if s = 2, n can be arbitrarily large.

There are certain circumstances under which the bound of (iii) can be sharp-

ened. We say the normal subgroup A* of Gx is balanced if Nx = Ny = Nx Ci Ny.

In other words, A* is balanced if A* is a strongly closed subgroup of Gx in G.

In all known doubly-transitive groups, if A* is intransitive on X - x,

either Nx is balanced or A* n A^ = 1 if x + y.

Under the condition of balance, we can obtain stronger bounds for the

degree of G.

Theorem C. Let G be a doubly-transitive group on X, x e X, and A*, a

normal subgroup of Gx.

Suppose that the orbits of Nxon X - x are of length s and that Nx is a

permutation group of rank r on each of these orbits.

Suppose that Nx is balanced and A* 1 if y EX - x. Then (i) n <

(s — l)2, and (ii) the number of orbits of Nx on X - x is less than or equal

to r(s - l)(s - 2)/s(s - r).
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Before proceeding with the proof of this result, we remark that if r < s/2

(which is certainly true if Nx is primitive on its orbits in X - x), then the num-

ber of orbits of N* on X - x is less than 2r.

If r = 2, then Nx is transitive on X - x. If r = 3, Nx has at most 3 orbits

on X - x.

The proof of (i) follows the lines of Theorem B.

Lemma 8.1. Suppose G is doubly-transitive on X,x G X, and Nx is a

balanced normal subgroup of Gx. Suppose the orbits ofNxonX-x are of

length s.

Let f G Nx, f ¥ 1. Then f fixes at most s - 1 points of X.

Proof. Let Y be the fixed point set off. Then if y G Y, /G Nx = Ny.

Thus, fENy. In the notation of Lemma 1.3, it follows that Y < S(f). By

Lemma 1.3, |5(/)| < s - 1, and \Y\ < s - 1.

To complete the proof of (i) of Theorem C, let t be the number of fixed

points Nx n Ny, if x, y G X, x ±y. By the proof of Theorem B, it follows

that n - t < (s - l)(s - 2). Since also by the previous lemma, t < s — 1, it

follows that n < (s - l)2.

Next we prove (ii) of Theorem C with A(x, y) and Gx defined as in the

proof of Theorem B.

Lemma 8.2. Let av . . . , ar be positive real numbers and suppose at +

. .. + ar = s. Then a] + . . . + a2 > s2/r.

P roof. Apply the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to the vectors a =

(av a2,. . . , ar) and b = (1, 1.....1). Then |Sa,| = s<(a2 + .. .-Ha2)1/2/-1/2.

Thus.aJ + . . . + a2 >s2\r.

Lemma 8.3. Let G be a group having two permutation representations of

rank r with respective point stabilizers Ht and H2.

Then H2 has no more than r orbits on cosets ofHx.

Proof. Let Xi and X2 be the respective permutation characters. Since

G is of rank r, (xx, Xi) = (X2> X2) = r- Then the number of orbits of H2 on

cosets of Ht is

(XxXj, 1) = (Xj, X2) < <XV Xt)1/2(X2, X2)1/2 = r.

We now prove (ii). Since Nx =Ny,aH orbits of Nx he in the sets A(y, z),

for some z G X - y. Thus, any two element subset of an orbit of Nx lies

in GxnGy.

We estimate the number of two element subsets of X contained in the

orbits of TV* contained in some A(x, z), z G X - x. Let the lengths of the

orbits of Nx on A(x, z) - x be av ... , at. Then, ax +... + at = s. By
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Lemma 4.2, a] + . . . + a2 > s2/t. By Lemma 4.3, t < r. Thus, a\ + . . . +a2

> s2/r. Thus, 0,(0, - l)/2 + . . . + at(at - l)/2 > l/2(s2/r - s). Thus, the

number of two element subsets of A(x, z) contained in some orbit of A* is

greater than or equal to l/2(s2/r - s).

Since the number of choices for A(x, z) is m, with m the number of orbits

of A* on X - x, it follows that \GX C\Gy\> m/2(s2lr - s).

But by Lemma 3.2, \GX n Gy\ = (s - l)(s - 2)/2.  Thus, m <

r(s — l)(s - 2)/s(s -r ), proving (ii).

Remark. The bounds of Theorem C do not seem to be susceptible to much

improvement. Indeed, if q = 2m, there is a doubly-transitive group of degree q2

and order q2(q2 — 1) • 2, such that Gx has a normal subgroup Nx of order (q + 1) • 2.

The nontrivial orbits of N* are of length (q + 1) and of rank 17/2 + 1. Thus, in

this case, n = (s — l)2 and the number of orbits of A7* is the greatest integer less

than r(s - lXs - 2)/s(s - r).

The crucial condition in the proof of Theorem C is that A7* be balanced. We

note some conditions under which this holds.

If A* is simple, then, as A* n Ny < A"*, either Nx n Ny = 1 or N* = Ny =

Nx CiNy. By Theorem A of part I, we cannot have Nx n Ny = 1 and Nx

simple. Thus, Nx =Ny, and A^ is balanced.

If we assume Nx is the largest normal subgroup of Gx which fixes the

orbits of Nx, there are other conditions under which Nx is balanced.

If, for example, A£ is an intravariant subgroup of A*, then A* fixes some

point in each orbit of Nx on X - x. By Theorem B of [8], A^ fixes some

point on each orbit of A* onX - x. Thus, Ny fixes all orbits of Nx onX - x.

Thus, Ny CNX. It follows that A* is balanced.

Also, if A* is a Hall subgroup of A*, A* is balanced. Indeed, under these

conditions, if p is a prime dividing A*, a Sylow p-subgroup p of A* fixes some

point in each orbit of A*. By Lemma 2.6 of [8], some Sylow p-subgroup of

Af fixes a point in each orbit of A*. Since p was any prime divisor of |A*|,

it follows that A£ fixes all orbits of A*. Thus, A* is balanced.

We have proved

Lemma 8.4. Let G be a doubly-transitive group on X, x, y G X, x + y.

Suppose Nx is a normal subgroup of Gx. Suppose also that Nx is the largest

normal subgroup of Gx fixing all orbits ofNx. Then Nx is balanced if

(i) A* is an intravariant subgroup ofNx, or

(ii) A* is a Hall subgroup of A*.

9. In this section we prove:

Theorem D. Let G be a doubly-transitive group on a set X. Suppose x G

X and Nx < Gx. Suppose Nx    1 is doubly-transitive on each of its orbits on
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X - x. Then either

(i) G is triply-transitive on X, or

(ii) G is a normal extension of Ln(q), or

(iii) \NX I = 2 and G has a regular normal subgroup.

As usual, we let A(x, y) be the predesign function associated with the

orbits of Nx. We suppose |A(x, y)\ = 1 + s.

Lemma 9.1. Let r* be the highest power of the prime r dividing s — 1.

Let R be a Sylow r-subgroup of Nx. Then all orbits of R are of length 1 or of

length divisible by rk.

Proof. Since Nx is doubly-transitive of degree s, R is a Sylow r-subgroup

of A7*. Thus, on any orbit A(x, z) — x of Nx on X - x, R fixes some point z

of A(x, z) - x. So R is a Sylow r-subgroup ofNx,. Since Nx. is transitive on

A(x, z) - {x, z'}, all other orbits off? or A(x, z) — x are of length divisible

by rfc.

Lemma 9.2. N% is transitive on A(x, y) - {x, y].

Proof. Take R' a Sylow r-subgroup of Ny for some prime r dividing

s — 1. Let rfc be the highest power of r dividing s — 1. We claim: all orbits

of R' on A(x, y) — {x, y} are of length divisible by r*. If this is false, by Lem-

ma 9.1, R' fixes some point z G A(x, y) — {x, y}. By Lemma 2.6 of [8], some

Sylow r-subgroup R of Nx also fixes z. But all orbits of R on A(x, y) — {x, y}

are of length divisible by rfc, as Nx is transitive on A(x, y) — {x, y}. This con-

tradiction proves the claim.

We now prove Theorem D.

Since all orbits of N% on X - y are contained in A(y, z) for some z G X -

y, it follows that A(x, y) - {x, y} C A(y, z). Thus, |(A(x, y) - x) n

(A(y,z)-y)\ = s-l.

Applying Lemma 9.2 to Nx instead of N%, it follows that Nx is trans-

itive on A(y, x) — {x, y}. Thus there is a point z' G X - x such that

|(AO, x) -y) n (Afx, z') -x)| = s - 1.

As in §1, we define Gx so that {a, b} G Gx if a and 6 belong to the same

orbit of A7*. Then G* is of valence s — 1, and by Lc  -na 1.2, if x

IG* n Gyl = (s - l)(s - 2)/2.

Now all pairs of points in (A(x, v) - x) n (AO1 z) - v) and (A(y, x) - y)

n (A(x, z') - x) belong to Gx n Gr Thus, if either A(x, 7) ¥ A(x, z') or

A(y, x) ¥= A(y, z), we have

(A(x, y) -x) n (A(y, z) -y) n (A(y, x) -7) n (A(x, z') -x) = 0
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and so \GX n Gy\ > (s — l)(s — 2), a contradiction if s > 2.

Thus, if s 2,

(A(x, ̂ ) -x) n (A(y, z) -y) = (A(y, x)      n (A(x, z') -x).

Therefore, A(x, .y) = A(y, x). It follows (by Lemma 1.4 of [8]) that {A(x, y) |

x, y G X, x ¥=y} form a block design preserved by G and that Nx fixes all

blocks which contain x. Moreover, as s > 2, A^ + 1. By Theorem B of part I,

if A(x, y) C X, G is a normal extension of Ln(q). If A(x, y) = X, of course, G

is triply-transitive.

Thus, we need only consider the case s = 2. Then, Nx is an elementary

abelian 2-group. If \NX \ > 2, by Theorem A of [8], G is a normal extension

of Z,„(2). If |A/*| = 2, by Glauberman's Z*-Theorem [4], 0(G) ± 1, and G

has a regular normal subgroup.
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